
1. ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING

Short: Monitor II A.N.C. headphones utilise advanced active noise cancelling technology that blocks 
out the noise, letting you focus on what matters most – the music.   

Medium:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones utilise advanced active noise cancelling technology that 
continuously pinpoints and measures ambient noise in order to block out the things you don’t 
want to hear. Now you can focus on what matters most – the music. 

Long:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones utilise advanced active noise cancelling technology that 
continuously pinpoints and measures ambient noise in order to block out the things you don’t 
want to hear. Now you can focus on what matters most – the music. 

 Customise the level of noise cancelling you want with the Marshall Bluetooth app. With ten 
levels of noise cancellation you can find your ideal setting, from complete isolation to letting 
some of the outside world in. Need to have a conversation? Engage Monitoring Mode with 
a quick press of the ANC button on your headphones to pause the audio and amplify your 
surroundings. You’re in complete control.

2. ICONIC SOUND 

Short: Monitor II A.N.C. headphones feature custom tuned 40 mm dynamic drivers that produce a 
superior signature sound only Marshall can deliver.  

Medium:  Delivering high performance sound like you’ve never heard before. Monitor II A.N.C. 
headphones feature custom tuned 40 mm dynamic drivers that produce a superior signature 
sound only Marshall can deliver. 

Long:  Delivering high performance sound like you’ve never heard before. Monitor II A.N.C. 
headphones feature custom tuned 40 mm dynamic drivers that produce a superior signature 
sound only Marshall can deliver. Bright and crisp highs, punchy mids and deep bass are 
balanced and clear, no matter the volume.

 Customise your sound. The M button located on the headphones allows you to quickly toggle 
between three different equaliser settings of your choice. Set the EQs within the Marshall 
Bluetooth app by selecting from several EQ presets or customise your own.

SUPERIOR SIGNATURE SOUND
WITH ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING

Inspired by Marshall heritage, Monitor II A.N.C. headphones are authentic yet 
modern, delivering high performance sound like you’ve never heard before. 
Advanced active noise cancelling technology blocks out the noise, letting you 
focus on what matters most – the music. Featuring custom tuned 40 mm 
dynamic drivers, these headphones produce a superior signature sound only 
Marshall can deliver.  

Engineered for an all-day listening experience, they boast up to 30 hours of 
wireless playtime with active noise cancelling and up to 45 hours without, 
meaning you’ll never miss a beat. While the unique ergonomic construction 
means no matter how hard and heavy the music, they will rest lightly on your 
head for the perfect fit. Monitor II A.N.C. headphones are truly made for the 
long haul. 

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS 

TAGLINE

PRODUCT COPY 



3. UP TO 30 HOURS OF WIRELESS PLAYTIME

Short: Monitor II A.N.C. headphones keep the music going strong with up to 30 hours of wireless 
playtime with active noise cancelling.

Medium:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones keep the music going strong with up to 30 hours of wireless 
playtime with active noise cancelling and up to 45 hours without. If you need to charge in 
a hurry, you can get up to five hours of wireless playtime after just 15 minutes of charging. 
Bluetooth technology provides exceptional audio quality and the freedom and convenience 
to move.

Long:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones keep the music going strong with up to 30 hours of wireless 
playtime with active noise cancelling and up to 45 hours without, meaning you’ll never miss 
a beat. If you need to charge in a hurry, you can get up to five hours of wireless playtime 
after just 15 minutes of charging. Bluetooth technology provides exceptional audio quality 
and the freedom and convenience to move with a 30 foot wireless listening range.

4. ERGONOMIC CONSTRUCTION, ICONIC DESIGN

Short: Monitor II A.N.C. headphones deliver an ergonomic all-day listening experience, while 
continuing to hold true to the classic Marshall look. 

Medium:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones deliver an ergonomic all-day listening experience with a unique 
over-ear design. Super soft ear cushions and a plush headband with metal swivel rotation 
hinges perfectly adapt to any head shape for sealing and comfort. All while continuing to 
hold true to the classic Marshall look. 

Long:  Monitor II A.N.C. headphones deliver an ergonomic all-day listening experience with a 
unique over-ear design. Super soft ear cushions and a plush headband with metal swivel 
rotation hinges perfectly adapt to any head shape for sealing and comfort. Textured black 
vinyl, brass accents and the embossed Marshall script all give these headphones the classic 
Marshall look.

5. VOICE ASSISTANT 

Short: Get help on-the-go from your Google Assistant. 

Medium:  Get help on-the-go from your Google Assistant. Enjoy entertainment, stay connected to 
friends, get information and manage your day—all without glancing at your phone.

 After set-up, your Assistant is ready to help by simply pressing the M button on your 
headphones. 

Long:  Get help on-the-go from your Google Assistant. After set-up, simply press the M button on 
your headphones. 

 Enjoy Entertainment 
 With a press and hold of the M button, you can play songs, playlists, artists and albums. Just 

say “play my Indie Rock playlist”. Plus, enjoy podcasts, radio and news. 

 Keep in Touch
 Get notified about calls, messages or events and reply using your voice. Simply press and 

hold the M button and say “text Jim, ‘I’m on the way”. 

 Get Answers
 Ask your Assistant “find me the closest record store”, then your Assistant can help you with 

directions right to the door. You can even ask your Assistant “when does the record store 
close?” to make sure you get there on time. In addition, you can get answers on things you 
want to know like the latest on the weather, traffic, reminders and more. 

 Manage your Day 
 Set reminders and timers. Ask your Assistant to “remind me to buy tickets to the 

show at 7pm”. Or, get help with things like your daily schedule. Simply say “what’s my 
schedule today?”.



6. COLLAPSIBLE DESIGN

Short: Monitor II A.N.C. headphones feature a collapsible design. 

Medium:  With their collapsible design, Monitor II A.N.C. headphones are the ultimate travelling 
companion. 

Long:  With their collapsible design, Monitor II A.N.C. headphones are the ultimate travelling 
companion. Their compact size and foldable design makes them perfect to withstand long  
days on the road.

7. TAKE CONTROL OF WHAT YOU HEAR

Short: Multi-Directional Control Knob: Control your music and phone functionality.  

 ANC Button: Toggle between active noise cancelling, Monitoring Mode or turn 
 off active noise cancelling all together. 

 M-Button: The mutli-function M-button lets you switch between three equaliser presets or 
alternatively, access your voice assistant on-the-go. 

 Marshall Bluetooth app: Personalise your settings and access everything the Monitor II 
A.N.C. headphones have to offer. 

Medium:  Multi-Directional Control Knob: Play, pause and shuffle your music. Adjust the volume of 
your device and control phone functionality.

 ANC Button: Toggle between three different settings; active noise cancelling 
 on, Monitoring Mode engaged for quick conversations and active noise 
 cancelling off. 

 M-Button: The multi-function M-Button lets you switch between three different equaliser 
presets or alternatively, it can be programmed to instantly access your voice assistant. It’s 
up to you.

 Marshall Bluetooth app: Personalise your settings and access everything the  
Monitor II A.N.C. headphones have to offer. Customise the level of noise cancelling, 
monitoring transparency, equaliser settings and setup your voice assistant.

Long:  Multi-Directional Control Knob: Play, pause and shuffle your music. Adjust the volume of  
your device or answer, reject and end a phone call. All with a few simple clicks.

 ANC Button: Toggle between three different settings. Active noise cancelling
 on, to block out the noise around you. Monitoring Mode engaged, to amplify your 
 surroundings and pause the audio for a quick conversation. As well as turning 
 noise cancelling off, for when you need to save on some battery life.  

 M-Button: The multi-function M-Button lets you switch between three different equaliser 
presets so you can customise your sound for a personalised listening experience. 
Alternatively, it can be programmed to instantly access your voice assistant for help on-the-
go. It’s up to you.

 Marshall Bluetooth app: 
 Personalise your settings and access everything the Monitor II A.N.C. headphones have  

to offer. 

 • Customise the amount of active noise cancelling you want, choosing from ten levels. 
 • Adjust the level of transparency for Monitoring Mode, choosing from ten levels. 
 • Set your three EQ presets, selecting from several pre-populated equalisers or create  

  your own for that perfect sound. 
 • Get help on-the-go by setting up your voice assistant. 

 Once your preferences are saved, you can access them with ease using the dedicated 
buttons on your headphones.



8. TRAVEL KIT

Short: Made for journeys short or long - included is a USB-C charging cable, a detachable 3.5 mm 
cord and a canvas-carrying bag to stow it all away.

Medium:  Made for journeys short or long - included is a USB-C charging cable, a detachable 3.5 
mm cord if you’re ever low on power and a canvas-carrying bag to stow it all away for 
easy transport and storage. 

Long:  Made for journeys short or long - included is a USB-C charging cable to recharge the battery, 
a detachable 3.5 mm cord to plug into the empty socket if you’re ever low on power and a 
canvas-carrying bag to stow it all away for easy transport and storage. 

Google is a trademark of Google LLC. Sequences shortened and simulated. Prior setup required in the Assistant app. 
The Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries. 

AUDIO SPECIFICATION

WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

WIRED CONNECTIVITY

BLUETOOTH RANGE

CONTROL KNOB

MICROPHONE

VOICE CONTROL SERVICE

Bluetooth

3.5 mm Input

10 m

Yes

Yes

Optimised for the Google 
Assistant

CONTROLS AND CONNECTIVITY

DRIVERS

DRIVER TYPE

DRIVER IMPEDANCE

DRIVER SENSITIVITY

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

SOUND CURVE

40 mm

Dynamic

32 Ω

96 dB SPL (179 mV @ 1 kHz) 

20 Hz – 20 kHz

BOX CONTENTS

 

• Monitor II A.N.C. Headphones
• Removable 3.5 mm Cable
• User Manual with Legal
   and Safety Information
• USB-C Charging Cable
• Canvas carrying bag

INCLUDED IN THE BOX

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

• Marshall Bluetooth app
• Google Assistant app

REQUIRED APPS

PHYSICAL UNIT

WEIGHT 

COLOURWAYS

320 g
11.29 oz

Black

BATTERY

Up to 30 hours with 
Bluetooth and ANC

Up to 45 hours with 
Bluetooth only 

15-minute charge gives you 
up to five hours of wireless 
playtime

2 hours

BATTERY PLAYING TIME 

QUICK CHARGE

TIME TO FULL RECHARGE 

UNIQUE SELLING POINTS WITH ICONS

ACTIVE NOISE 
CANCELLING

COLLAPSIBLE 
DESIGN

ERGONOMIC CONSTRUCTION, 
ICONIC DESIGN

ICONIC  
SOUND

UP TO 30 HOURS OF 
WIRELESS PLAYTIME*

VOICE  
ASSISTANT

*Up to 30 hours of playtime with active noise cancelling and Bluetooth, up to 45 hours with Bluetooth only. 


